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Even assuming closed circuit:

• Arbitration deemed to be faithful to parties’ 
intentions

– What does it mean?

• Do terms of contract have an absolute
meaning?
• Can they be interpreted without using extrinsic elements?



Summer night
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Arbitration as preferred
dispute resolution method

• Courts ”trapped” in national laws

– Mandatory rules

– Ancillary obligations

– General rules on interpretation of contracts

• International arbitration believed to be more 
apt in understaning parties’ interests



What does it mean?

• Relying more on the language of the contract?

• Relying more on considerations of good faith, 
economic interests, trade usages?



International contracts

• Exhaustive and precise regulation
– Standardised irrespective of the governing law

• Boilerplate clauses on interpretation and general operation of 
contracts
– No waiver
– Entire Agreement 
– Subject to contract
– …

• Any external element excluded
– No room for interpreter’s discretion
– Rules and principles of the governing law are meant to be made

redundant



Boilerplate clauses

• If interpreted literally, may permit speculative 
conduct

• Not if interpreted in light of good faith, loyalty, 
ancillary obligations



If the contract is interpreted by a court

• The wording does not have an absolute 
meaning detached from the governing law

• Clauses with the same wording may have 
different effects under different laws



What is more faithful to parties’ 
intention?

• Literal interpretation permitting speculative 
conduct

• Regard to underlying principles overriding 
contract’s language



Why do contracts have clauses that
have not been evaluated or 

negotiated? 

• Not thoughtlessness

• Not refusal of national laws

– Calculated riskCosts of adapting models

– Likelihood that risk materialises

– Consequences of risk materialisation

• Circulation, financing

• Internal organisation

– Risk management requires standardisation



What is more faithful to parties’ 
intention?

• Literal interpretation permitting speculative 
conduct

• Regard to underlying principles overriding 
contract’s language



Faithful interpretation 1

• Understanding uneven approach to contract
drafting

– Important clauses are negotiated carefully

– Less important clauses are not evaluated or 
negotiated

• E.g.: Entire Agreement should not be interpreted
literally



Faithful interpretation 2

• Need for objectivity and predictability

– Contracts may circulate: assignment, security, 
basis for insurance premium,…

• Therefore: Entire Agreement should be interpreted
literally



Arbitration as 
largely autonomous system

• But is there an autonomous doctrine of 
interpretation?



A transnational 
doctrine of interpretation?

• UNIDROIT, PECL, DCFR, CESL

• How faithful is it?

– Largely based on civilian good faith

– Overrides contract language

• How autonomous is it?



Entire Agreement clause

“This Contract contains the entire agreement between the 
parties hereto and supersedes all prior negotiations, 
representations, undertakings and agreements on any subject 
matter of the Contract.“



Facts

• During the negotitions the parties had discussed
detailed specifications. These are not referred to 
in the contract.

• The buyer assumes that the specs apply. 
• The supply does not comply with the specs



Entire Agreement

• Literal interpretation may permit speculative 
conduct

• Purposive interpretation may override 
wording



Entire Agreement clause

• Article 2.1.17 UPICC:

A contract in writing which contains a clause 
indicating that the writing completely 
embodies the terms on which the parties have 
agreed cannot be contradicted or 
supplemented by evidence of prior statements 
or agreements. However, such statements or 
agreements may be used to interpret the 
writing.



May earlier developed specifications 
be taken into consideration?

• Article 1.8: A party cannot act inconsistently 
with an understanding it has caused the 
other party to have and upon which that 
other party reasonably has acted in reliance 
to its detriment.

• Contract practice: Literal interpretation



http://www.unilex.info/case.cfm?pid=
2&id=129&do=List

Specs may not be used

• ICC 9117 of 1998

• Proforce Recruit Ltd

• Scotia Homes

Specs may be used

• Milan Chamber 2002

• Lemire v. Ukraine

http://www.unilex.info/case.cfm?pid=2&id=129&do=List


Force Majeure Clause

“A Party shall be excused for non-performance 
of any of its obligations hereunder, if failure to 
perform is due to an impediment beyond that 
Party’s control that could not be reasonably 
foreseen or overcome”



Facts

• The Seller of car components carries out an 
extensive process to select the best supplier of 
aluminium;

• The selected supplier does not supply the 
cheapest aluminium, but is the most reliable and 
professional;

• Due to unforeseen events, the supplier is not able 
to deliver according to schedule;

• The Seller’s production is delayed;
• The Seller is not able to comply with the 

contractual time schedule 



Excuse for non performance due to 
event beyond the party’s control

• Is failure by the supplier ”beyond the party’s
control”?

– English law: no

– Norwegian law: yes



Force Majeure clause

• CISG article 79

(1) A party is not liable for a failure to perform 
any of his obligations if he proves that the 
failure was due to an impediment beyond his 
control and that he could not reasonably be 
expected to have taken the impediment into 
account at the time of the conclusion of the 
contract or to have avoided or overcome it or its 
consequences.



Is failure by the supplier ”beyond the
party’s control”?

Prevailing interpretation

• No

Norwegian implementation

• Yes



Being faithful to the parties’ intentions
Arbitration and the not unlimited party autonomy 

The impact of the applicable law on the interpretation of contracts 

Nov 21, 2011 
http://www.jus.uio.no/ifp/english/research/projects/choice-of-law/events/2011/2011-arbitration-and-the-not-unlimited-party-autonomy.html

APA-prosjektet (”Arbitration and Party Autonomy)

http://www.jus.uio.no/ifp/english/research/projects/choice-of-law/index.html

http://www.jus.uio.no/ifp/english/research/projects/choice-of-law/events/2011/2011-arbitration-and-the-not-unlimited-party-autonomy.html
http://www.jus.uio.no/ifp/english/research/projects/choice-of-law/index.html
http://www.dlapiper.com/home.aspx


Multiple approaches

• Accurate application of governing law
• Application also of overriding mandatory rules from other

systems
• Flexible application of governing law
• Application of transnational principles (with extensive good

faith general clauses that override the terms of the
contract)

• Application only of the terms of the contract
• Integration of the contract with parties’ interests and trade 

usages
• Guts feeling of what is right
• Splitting the baby.



Conclusion

• Contracts are not self-sufficient

• National laws affect the contracts’ legal effects

• Transnational law does not ensure a uniform 
contract law regime

• Arbitration is not completely autonomous

• Even when autonomous, arbitration does not 
ensure uniform application of the law


